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Highlights

• Overwhelmingly positive!

• People noticed the difference in DEIJ

• Our first demographic baseline

• Strong interest across types of sessions and speakers

• Camaraderie across generations

• A desire to better align our values with conference 
venue and environmental impact

• Room to trim and create more space

• Specific, helpful suggestions for next time



Participation

Total Responses: 277

Length of Attendance:
80% attended the full 
conference
20% only attended 1-2 days 
of the conference

Types of Participation:
(selected all that apply)
76% Registered Attendees
43% CNPS Members
19% Presenters
13% Staff
11% Sponsor or Exhibitor
10% Students
5% Volunteers



Identity of 
Responders

Race/Ethnicity:
African American 0.77%
Black 1.16%
Carribean 0.39%
Latina/o/x/e 7.72%
Chicana/o/x 3.86%
Hispanic 7.72%
White 82.63%
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 1.54%
Indigenous/Native/American 
Indian/First Nations 5.41%
Asian 4.63%
Southeast Asian 1.54%
South Asian 1.54%
East Asian 2.32%
Arab 0.77%
Middle Eastern 1.54%

19% of respondents identified as a 

person of color



Identity of 
Responders

Gender Identity 

20% of respondents identify as not straight or 

heterosexual.



Satisfaction 
with specific 
aspects of the 
Conference 

Very Satisfied
Pre-Conference Field Trips
Pre-Conference Workshops
Opening Plenary Program
Session Speakers and Topics
Lightning Talks
Posters
Art, Poetry, and Music Events
Exhibit Hall
Event Communications
Onsite Registration
Networking Opportunities
Volunteer Opportunities

Satisfied
Location of Conference (San Jose)
DoubleTree Meeting Spaces
Online Registration
Raffle
Length of the Breaks
Celebration Banquet
Closing Plenary
Student Events
Conference App

Somewhat Satisfied/Displeased
Food Options



Climate 
Impact

44% of respondents arrived in a private vehicle.



Climate 
Impact

4% of respondents purchased carbon offsets



The values of 
Diversity, Equity, 
Inclusion, and Justice 
informed the 
foundation for the 
Conference theme of 
Rooting Together: 
Restoring 
Connections to 
Plants, Place, & 
People. How well do 
you feel these values 
came through?

92% of respondents rated DEIJ at the 
Conference as meeting or exceeding 
expectations.



Respondents 
told us . . .

“The DEIJ and LandBack talks were amazing. The BIPOC presence 
was very impressive and should only increase in future years.”

“Finally! Broader representation and leadership in the topics of 
native plants and habitat care.”

“I really enjoyed seeing how many people and groups are caring for 
California’s native plant communities, habitat protection, love for 
plants, connecting people with nature, building community and 
working towards DEIJ goals throughout all of these steps.”

“CNPS has gone above and beyond to intentionally advance DEIJ in 
our organization.”



Describe any 
“a-ha!” 
moments you 
had during the 
Conference

Most responses to this open-ended question fell into several 
themes:

● Indigenous lessons on LandBack, TEK, and co-management
● BIPOC perspectives (esp. Brenda Kyle’s 12 steps to decolonize 

yourself)
● Value of Community and in partnerships
● Wildfire research
● Young people now carrying out the work
● Inspiring and authentic plenary speakers
● Popularity of habitat sessions (chaparral, oaks, grasslands)



Indigenous 
lessons on 
LandBack, 
TEK, and co-
management

“Hearing a variety of perspectives related to indigenous land management, 
and TEK application and partnerships with various agencies was refreshing 
and gave me hope for more collaborative land management strategies for 
the future. “

“The Pomo LandBack session lit a new fiery perspective in me.”

“Landback and Co-management with TEK. CNPS and all conservations and 
land managers need to listen to indigenous voices.”

“Seeing plants and spaces not as 'natural resources" but as "natural 
relatives" or "natural relations" helps us hold a higher standard of ourselves 
in regards to conservation documentations etc. This came from the 
banquet, the film screening, Pomo Landback session Jackson state demo 
forest, TEK workforce development session and others.”



BIPOC 
perspectives

“We are living in a different world from when I started doing plant 
conservation research 30 years ago. The climate has changed the rules of 
the game. And the way we engage and invite people can and should be 
more inclusive.”

“Being a Native person and seeing other Native presenters made me feel 
seen/heard/hopeful.”

“Brenda Kyle's presentations (both of them) were clear, concise, and 
moving. I also learned from Maya Morales's presentation.”

“I really enjoyed the BIPOC perspectives session. I felt I learned a lot and 
that session uplifted voices that are usually left out of science.”

“The DEIJ and LandBack talks were amazing. The BIPOC presence was very 
impressive and should only increase in future years.”



Community 
and 
partnerships

“There were plant people of all kinds attending and speaking and the 
diversity of perspectives was fantastic.”

“That community can really come together to learn, grow, and amplify each 
other.”

“It was an overall Aha moment to see everyone there in person caring about 
these topics and discussing them together.”

“People really needed emotional connection and a reminder of why the 
work they do is important.”

“The feeling of community from this large group--although we express it in 
different ways we all love native plants and are working for conservation 
and biodiversity.”



Wildfire 
research

“Wildfires are being misunderstood by the general public.”

“thinking of new solutions to tackle questions that arose in the multiple fire 
related and restoration sections”

“I especially loved learning about wildfire mitigation with native plants and 
CNGF.”

“open ground does not necessarily prevent fire from spreading...gives 
embers an open path to a structure. Greg Rubin; Hort Considerations in the 
Face of Climate Change”

“The nuances of prescribed burns and land management. For example, even 
when burns are allowed, they are off-season from what plants are adapted 
to, and lower temperature. This theme came through in several sessions.”



Young people 
who work 
with native 
plants

“Great to see all the young people at the Conference. Gave me hope.”

“Opportunities for students to present their work in front of professionals.”

“I was very excited about the number of enthusiastic young people deeply 
involved in the conference.  I especially enjoyed the sessions on community 
science and those with people of color and indigenous groups working on 
experiences, opportunities and environmental education in their 
communities.”

“I was stoked to see so many young people attending!!!”



Inspiring and 
authentic 
plenary 
speakers

“The opening plenary on 30x30 was very inspiring.”

“The plenary was excellent and set a great tone. . . . I loved that talks 
consistently recognized the ancestral peoples/lands the work was done on. . 
. . and Sage Against the Machine! Who would think horticulturalists could be 
so freak'n bad@ss awesome.”

“Alexii Sigona on legacy and Jennifer Norris on empowerment.”

“The closing ceremonies I learned so much more about inclusion.”

“Jun's tenor at the opening - genuine, not slick.  Jen Norris' talk on 30x30 -
that "durable" is critical”



Popularity of 
habitat 
sessions

“The effects of varying wood structure on drought sensitivity was 
particularly interesting. I believe this was in the Chaparral Resilience and 
Future Concerns Session”

“How fire frequency is so important in the maintenance of chaparral 
communities and that there are so many ways in which different plant 
species deal with the many challenges of thriving in chaparral conditions, 
including through wood anatomy, physiology, and reproductive strategies. 
Chaparral session, of course.”

“I felt inspired by all of the talks that were part of the grassland session.”

“In particular, really liked the Innovation in CA Herbaria sessions.”

“Info shared during the Chaparral session - good talks and good info!”

“Our urban spaces are a lifeboat now to preserve biodiversity.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Venue Considerations

● “Explore a different kind of venue that is more affordable 

and better reflects CNPS values of connection to nature, 

equity, and inclusion.”

● “Try to find a host location where we can venture 

outdoors!”

● “More food options.  Lower prices.  More lodging assistance 

as in camping, suggestions, etc.”

● “Have the conference at a hotel that provides a free 

continental breakfast, and consider including the cost of 

lunches as part of the registration fee.”

● “A hybrid event would increase accessibility.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Longer breaks and more space for traffic flow

● “More free time, space. Less can be more.”

● “The space was a bit too small given how many people were 

there.  The exhibit hall and the hallways for the cocktail 

hour in particular were too crowded.  I was disappointed by 

the lack of punctuality displayed by many attendees, 

moderators, and speakers.  There were also SO MANY 

people coming in not just one or two minutes late but 5+ 

minutes late to the talks.  Maybe it was just me, but I found 

it very rude as one of the rooms had a squeaky door.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Session Pressure: larger rooms, more time for speakers and 

questions

● “Maybe one less speaker per session--we needed more time 

for questions and discussion.  That's an important part of a 

conference to me.”

● “More interactive sessions, not just talking heads.”

Trim: Too long by the end

● “Eliminate closing plenary.  Fewer sessions. Curate/remove 

redundancy a bit more.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Keep the DEIJ commitments going

● “Integrate the values of diversity, equity, and inclusion throughout 

all sessions. When you separate these sessions it means you have 

attendees who are not aware or engaging with these concepts and 

these communities.”

● “Do more to be inclusive of Black people in particular. And 

continue to listen to BIPOC people and involve them in your 

planning. I also felt that the disability accommodations were 

lacking. Next time, include disabled people in the planning 

committee (and pay them!) to ensure that your event is 

accessible.”

● “Continue making space for Indigenous perspectives.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Keep the DEIJ commitments going - Continued

● “Increase accessibility in the following ways:  

○ choose a conference location that has more affordable food 
options a walkable/moveable distance away  

○ increase financial aid options to include early career 
professionals in addition to students  

○ have quieter spaces for folks who might need a quiet room  

○ encourage speakers presenting on topics like fire to consider 
how they address Indigenous presence on the lands on which 
they conducted the research.   

○ have some hybrid events for folks who cannot attend the 
conference in person  

○ try to make the cost of the conference overall more affordable  

○ don't make people pay for parking after paying a lot of money 
to attend the conference.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

More for landscapers and horticulture professionals

● “More horticulture!!!!! More plants!!!!! More growers!!!!! 

More what's going on in the field!!!!! The academic studies 

were great, but not what I wanted from the conference.”

Keep the science going

● “Keep diversity of topics but tone down the criticism of 

colonialists screwing up our environment. This is reverse 

racism and counterproductive.”

● “Focus on science and knowledge. I was disappointed with 

the over emphasis of "human" things and very little focus on 

plants and learning more about plants. In a different venue 

the cultural focus could be okay, but it was a very odd focus 

for a conference for people wanting to learn about 

interesting plants.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

Don’t pack the banquet with fundraising and speakers

● “Would have liked to know that the dinner was a benefit 

fundraiser. I couldn't hear well and wanted to network with 

the people at my table and wasn't able to do so due to the 

extensive nature of the program.”

● “The banquets continue terrible. We should be allowed to 

eat and talk at the table. Having speakers and things going 

on at the same time is more than unfortunate. Talking to 

colleagues and new friends remains the most important 

issue of these meetings.”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

People want more time to hang out with each other

● “We need more built-in opportunities for people to hang 

out. That used to happen during meals when you sat with a 

group of strangers.”

● “Keep the creative offerings (music, tattoo competition, 

etc.)- really fun and a different way to meet people!”



Recommendations 
for Future 
Conferences

More affinity groups or chapter meetings

● “Maybe create affinity groups people can join or form for 

networking with people of similar interests -- for example, 

on the themes of landscape designers/architects, home 

gardeners, urban public spaces, climate change education, 

agriculture, etcetera.”

● “More interactions with professionals to students aspiring in 

the field.”

● “More intentional welcoming of new members / attendees. 

Maybe match up new folks with ‘conference mentors’?”

● “Each chapter should have a meet and greet.  I came alone 

and would have liked to meet people from my chapter as 

I'm new to CA.”



On a scale of 
1-5, how likely 
is it that you 
would 
recommend 
the CNPS 
Conference to 
a friend or 
colleague?

93% of respondents responded that they 
would recommend the conference to a 
friend or colleague.


